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Aaron Hamel - '01 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Speedy lefty who creates speed with good edges. Creates pace coming away from wall with strong edge explosion, can handle 
around people but needs to simplify. Can work body and hands around pucks very well with good balance. 

11/20/2021 - Ogden Mustangs vs Charlotte Rush

Fluid skating stride, pace with and without puck. Was supportive in cycle plays, looking to get loose for quick plays to the net. Not 
afraid on contact. Great balance and control with puck , tip goal floating through middle of ice

11/21/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Pueblo Rush

No points but deceptive / shifty with puck. Head up always looking to test goalie / sling pass. Turnovers forcing passes. Missed on 
breakaway, pace away from puck. Has the skill to create each shift, consistency is key can he be on every shift. Showed some fight 
taking on 2 guys in mini scrum end of 3rd

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors

Alexander Visnapuu - '06 Defenseman - Bishop Kearney Selects (U15)

A smooth skating right-shot defenseman who was a bit inconsistent throughout the weekend, but Alexander looks to be among 
the top defensemen in the class. He's a smooth skater with a lot of poise and confidence on the puck and a big shot he can get 
through traffic. He will need to cut out some of the mental mistakes and puck-watching at the next level, but there's a lot to like 
here.

09/27/2021 - 2021 USHL Fall Classic - UPMC Lemieux Sports Complex

Visnapuu has gotten more and more impressive as he adds new elements to his game. A smooth skater with a good hockey IQ, 
Alex is a relied-upon defender and one of the top penalty killers for his team. He's also adding to his offensive game, which was 
not particularly a weakness but is getting stronger anyways. He scored a nice goal this weekend and was one of BK's top players in 
each game.

10/17/2021 - Northeast Pack - Bridgewater, NJ

Antonio Donohue - '05 Forward - New Jersey Titans (U16)

https://youtu.be/4ZeBzRonQJY

- - Highlight Video Link 

200 ft centerman who loves to skate into pucks. Constantly creating, trying to get to middle of ice. Multiple chances to score. 
Powerful stride that will only produce more with more strength development

11/20/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Northeast Generals

Hardworking centerman, showed escapability and strength in battles below goal line. Skill to come out of corners and create. 
Gets to dirty areas, nice tip goal from point shot

11/21/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs New Hampshire Avs
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Antonio Donohue - '05 Forward - New Jersey Titans (U16)

Donohue’s ability to escape out of corners was impressive, on both his forehand and backhand. The center played wing as well, 
and was creative off the cycle. Powered by long legs and strides, Donohue showed pace away from the puck, leading to puck 
retrievals on 50/50s. Set up goal in neutral zone finding pace in middle of ice, as well as multiple other chances but did not get his 
name on the scoresheet.

12/19/2021 - NAPHL U16 All Star Report

Physically strong, supportive center with power forward qualities offensively. Players in all situations, loves to find speed through 
the neutral zone with & without puck. Multiple chances shooting off rush, ready to shoot and head up. Hard wrist shot.

12/19/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Indy Fuel

Colin Anna - '02 Forward - Wilkes Barre Scranton Jr Knights (USPHL Premier)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbzUK7htMJ4

- - Highlight Video Link 

5 goal game, always attacking with puck on stick. Smart positionally allows pucks to find him at times in rebound situations. The 
left handed center is quick laterally with strong escapabilty, with hands to get around the next set of defenders. 

09/24/2021 - WBS Knights vs Hershey

Opens game with goal, hardwork gaining puck back and then the drive to get open for shot and drive net for rebound.

09/25/2021 - Hershey vs WBS Knights

Colin Bella - '01 Forward - Connecticut Roughriders (EHL)

He is a playmaker type who generates a ton of scoring chances for teammates. He has good hands and can weave through 
defenders.  He has a blistering shot that is highly accurate. He works hard below the goal line to retrieve pucks in corner battles. 
He is solid in the defensive zone filling the lane to block shots.  He is a strong penalty killer who is dangerous on the counter-
attack.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

2G 2A - Right hander who plays in all situations. Simple but effective creating offensively with above average speed and good 
decisions with the puck. Held puck too long at times causing turnovers but has the will to skate through checks. Scores 1 of 2 
goals skating puck from defensive zone to net drive, slick hands to beat goalie five hole.

12/15/2021 - Connecticut RoughRiders vs Railers Junior Hockey Club

Dylan Silverstein - '04 Goaltender - USNTDP U18 (USHL)

Boston College

- - College Commitment

Controlled posture, patient goaltender with close feet and hands. Explodes at pucks with aggressive crease positioning, usually 
top of crease. Not the biggest butterfly but quick in recovery saves / post integrations

10/29/2021 - USNTDP vs Chicago Steel

32 Shots 27 saves. Extremelly calm, patient butterfly goaltender with solid size at 6'0". 

11/28/2021 - USNTDP vs Chicago Steel
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Easton Ryan - '03 Forward - Boston Jr Bruins (USPHL NCDC)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebBwRcbyVtg

- - Highlight Video Link 

Smart body positioning in net front on powerplay, spinning of check to get open back door for goal. 

10/03/2021 - Boston Jr Bruins vs Jersey Hitmen

Power winger who has good hands and some deceptiveness with the ability to beat defenders one-on-one. He has a heavy quick 
release shot and is always looking to fire it when he has the puck below the tops of the circle.  He is a shooting threat on the 
powerplay.  He is defensively responsible often covering for teammates who are out of position. He could be stronger when 
receiving hits and better on the wall in his own zone.  

10/22/2021 - Boston Jr Bruins vs New Hampshire Jr Monarchs

Gets moving away from puck in breakout situations at right times, isnt just blindly leaving zone early. Goal getting open on 
breakout, showed lateral seperation to get wide and beat D to net. Protects puck from defender and beats goaltender clean with 
a strong release wrist shot blocker side. Goal #2 minutes later, PK breakaway scores five hole

10/22/2021 - Boston Jr Bruins vs NH Jr Monarchs

Offensive instincts on powerplay, finds ways to get open back door with body positioning or skating. PP goalm coming down from 
point for back door one timer

11/14/2021 - South Shore Kings vs Boston Jr Bruins

Speedy winger with a nose for the net. Showed he can put puck in net in a multitude of ways. Scores crashing net on 3 on 2 for 
goal #1, beats goalie clean with a quick release wrist shot on 2 on 1 for goal #2, and shows great instincts on powerplay to spin off 
D in net front and get tap in goal. Positioning away from puck is sound, with great instincts when to jump to get to open ice in 
breakouts and regroups. 

12/03/2021 - Boston Jr Bruins vs Twin City Thunder

Frank Nazur III - '04 Forward - USNTDP U18 (USHL)

Michigan

- - College Commitment

Right hander with deceptive speed. Creates 3rd goal splitting D 2-2 then finding easy back door play. Smart decisions with puck at 
pace. 

10/09/2021 - Muskegon vs USNTDP

Eberle like righty with a goal scorers touch. Slippery skill moves to beat larger defenders. Nice goal driving low and tucking around 
goaltender.

11/28/2021 - USNTDP vs Chicago Steel

Jake Lewis - '05 Forward - Philadelphia Jr Flyers (U16)

#33 Skilled right handed forward who is an offensive driver. Can beat defenseman wide, or to the middle of the ice. No hesitation 
getting pucks to the net. Hounds pucks on the forecheck with zero quit, does not wait for chances to be created for him. 2021 
USHL Phase I drafted player by Fargo

08/28/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Philadelphia Jr Flyers Exposure Series
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Jake Lewis - '05 Forward - Philadelphia Jr Flyers (U16)

A 7th round phase 1 pick by the Fargo Force in the 2021 USHL draft, Lewis has had a slow start to his season in the AYHL. He is a 
gifted offensive talent who sees the ice extremely well and away from the puck he never cheats the game. His recent 4-point 
outburst vs the Titans might be what he needed to get a spark going to his production. 

10/22/2021 - AYHL Report 

Another Jr. Flyers forward who creates a ton of offense for his team. He skates on a line with Jefferis and the two of them feed off 
each other really well. He grinds for pucks in the corners and has a quick step coming off the wall and slippery hands dangling D in 
the slot. He finished as the game’s 2nd leading scorer tallying 4 pts. (1g, 3a). 

11/13/2021 - North Jersey Avs (6) vs Philadelphia Jr Flyers (6)

James Hagens - '06 Forward - Mount St Charles (U15)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0REh4j_4AI

- - Highlight Video Link 

James looks to be one of the crown jewels of this 2006 birth year and it looks like he's a lock for the US National Team 
Development Program. Hagens' skill and intelligence with the puck is rivaled only by his excellent skating ability. He's a bit on the 
smaller side at 5'8 but never afraid to go to the dirty areas or take contact. He looks a lot like Jack Hughes did at this age, and it 
wouldn’t be shocking to see if he has a similar career trajectory. 

09/27/2021 - 2021 USHL Fall Classic - UPMC Lemieux Sports Complex

In a #1 vs #2 in the country matchup against Bishop Kearney, Hagens dominated. His early goal helped set the tone and he 
controlled every shift he was on for. He also put the team on his back in a tight game against Pittsburgh before netting the game-
winner late in the third. His elite skating and intelligence put him among the top players in his birth year.

10/17/2021 - Northeast Pack - Bridgewater, NJ

Lukas Fischer - '06 Defenseman - Detroit Compuware (U15)

The son of former Red Wing and Czech international Jiri Fischer, Lukas is cementing himself as one of the best defensemen in this 
class. He carries the puck with poise and makes smart, efficient plays. Defensively he can use his active stick or physicality to 
break plays up and can quickly transition from defense to offense. He looks to still be filling out his frame and could have high-end 
upside long term.

09/27/2021 - 2021 USHL Fall Classic - UPMC Lemieux Sports Complex

Matthew Wood - '05 Forward - Victoria Grizzlies (BCHL)

16 year old, 2nd round WHL pick. Constantly wanting to get feet moving with puck in ozone, loves to shoot from middle slot. 1 
goal from middle, hard wrist shot with a quick release. At times was not ready for pucks / turned puck over trying to get perfect 
shot lane. Uses 6'3" frame to protect puck while coming low to high out of cycles.

10/22/2021 - Victoria vs West Kelowna

Patrick Haines - '05 Defenseman - New Jersey Titans (U16)

https://youtu.be/JdsOvDOGKj8

- - Highlight Video Link 
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Patrick Haines - '05 Defenseman - New Jersey Titans (U16)

#10 Right handed defenseman whose compete level is driven by skating. Quick feet, constantly active away from the puck 
offensively and defensively. Smart jumps into play, scored jumping on turnover in neutral zone. 

09/16/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Northstar Knights NAPHL

Very calm with puck under pressure in defensive zone, as well as walking  the blue line. Smart QB on PP1, pateint but quick 
actions. 

10/12/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Northeast Generals

Calm, controlled with puck in breakouts, head always up scanning ice. Constantly creating or jumping into rush. Goal driving 
middle after bumping puck wide, quick backhand beats goalie 5 hole. 

11/20/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Northeast Generals

Great instincts jumping down from blue line or in neutral zone. Scores by winning 50/50 race in NZ,  speed to gain seperation and 
beats goalie clean

11/21/2021 - New Jersey Titans vs Tri State Spartans

Calm puck mover with the brains of a 2 way defenseman. Haines showed the stride and hands to skate into fresh ice to move 
pucks, and was nimble on the blue line. Defensively, Haines brought a calculated physicality, utilizing body position to win pucks, 
and brought an awareness to continue movement to cover for teammates. Haines has been a producer all season for the Titans in 
both NAPHL and AYHL play, and looks to be continuing to hone his craft as a 2 way puck moving defenseman.

12/19/2021 - NAPHL U16 All Star Report
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